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Abstract 
 
We propose a new connection management architecture 
for clustered Internet services called Active Connection 
Management (ACM) to improve the availability, 
quality of service, and manageability of Internet 
services.  ACM extends the API of load-balancing 
switches to include application-level primitives. These 
primitives enable Internet services to manage load-
balancing switches dynamically to control how client 
connections are mapped to physical resources as they 
enter the cluster. ACM provides several properties ideal 
for Internet services over static configuration. First, 
ACM increases availability through automated 
configuration, rolling reboots, and reduced server 
failure detection and recovery time. Second, ACM 
provides better load conditioning by enabling dynamic 
allocation of frontend resources and enabling more 
control over graceful degradation. Third, it provides 
better manageability by automating configuration, 
reducing human errors and improving scalability.  
 
We present a design, implementation, and evaluation of 
an ACM system, called COMICS (COnnection 
Manager for Internet-Centric Services), that enables 
services to actively control how connections are 
mapped to servers.  We believe that ACM primitives 
should be implemented into future switches and be 
utilized by application servers [24][25] to build more 
robust Internet service platforms. 

1 Introduction 
 
Internet services present several systems challenges. 
They must scale to support millions of users, both in 
terms of performance and manageability. They must be 
highly available and also be able to evolve quickly with 
minimal down time. Clustered servers are a natural 
solution to scaling Internet services, and have been 
studied extensively. Most Internet services architectures 
use clustered servers and load-balancing switches 
[17][18][19] to provide scalability and high availability. 

These switches, sometimes called “IP sprayers”, spread 
connections across multiple physical servers to make 
them appear as a single virtual server.   
 
Virtualization of physical resources provides 
transparent connection management to both clients and 
servers. On the server side, no modifications to servers 
are necessary. Each server simply receives a fraction of 
the total requests. On the client side, requests are 
typically sent to a pool of virtual IP addresses managed 
by one or more switches. The switches rewrite the 
destination address on incoming packets to forward the 
requests to physical servers. They also rewrite the 
source address in the reverse direction to return the 
results to clients. All requests appear to be processed by 
the virtual server, hiding the complexity of the physical 
server farm. To provide high availability, switches 
perform connection failover by using health checks to 
detect server failures and forwarding client connections 
to working servers only. The availability provided is 
such that if a request fails, a retry is independent of the 
previous request and has a high probability to be 
redirected to a working server and succeed.  
 
We argue that more control over connection 
management should be exposed to applications, since 
applications have more information about resource 
needs and failures. A number of systems share our 
philosophy in exposing more control to applications. 
Scheduler activations [1], application-specific handlers 
[2], SEDA [4], and operating systems such as SPIN [3], 
Exokernel [11], and Nemesis [5] augment OS interfaces 
by giving applications the ability to specialize the 
policy decisions made by the kernel. We also argue that 
connection management should be automated to enable 
systems to be more dynamic and autonomous, rather 
than relying on manual configuration changes, which 
are slow and error-prone. 
 
There are several benefits to exposing control over 
connection management. First, ACM enables flexible 
control over quality of service. Internet services using 
ACM can dynamically allocate frontend resources to 



quickly respond to changes in load, continuously 
optimizing the system. Frontend servers can be added 
and removed from a cluster automatically without 
dropped connections and without human intervention. 
This is especially important for systems that host 
several services on shared resources. Since load for 
each service may change independently, we want to 
allocate more resources for those that are under high 
load. Although several middleware platforms support 
dynamic allocation of backend nodes, allocation of 
frontend nodes is only possible with ACM. ACM also 
enables services to degrade gracefully under overload 
by allowing services to configure switches to perform 
admission control at the point of entry.  
 
Second, ACM improves availability through software 
rejuvenation without downtime, automated switch 
configuration, and application-assisted failure detection 
and recovery. Rebooting is a common form of software 
rejuvenation used to improve system reliability by 
clearing software bugs that accumulate over time, such 
as file descriptor and memo ry leaks. It can also be used 
to perform software upgrades that are version 
compatible. Rather than rebooting the whole system, 
rebooting is often performed in a rolling fashion to 
maintain availability. ACM can be used to automate the 
rolling reboot process without dropping client 
connections and without human errors. ACM increases 
availability through application assisted failure 
detection and recovery. Even though most switches 
already perform Layer 2, 3, and 4 health checks and 
Layer 7 HTTP health checks, applications often have 
more knowledge about partial and transient failures and 
can remove faulty resources before the failures are 
visible to users. Applications can also detect Layer 7 
failures other than HTTP. In addition, clustered 
middleware platforms already perform their own health 
checks, and can use ACM to complement the health 
checks performed by the switches.  
 
Third, ACM improves manageability by automating 
switch configuration. Automated configuration is much 
faster than manual configuration, enabling 
configuration changes in less than a second rather than 
minutes or hours. Also, it eliminates human errors, 
which is one of the highest ranked causes of system 
failures [20][21][22][23]. In addition, ACM makes it 
easier to run multiple service instances on a single box, 
which is useful on a SMP if a service cannot run as 
multiple processes. For example, the Squid web server 
[15] is written as a single-threaded program, so each 
instance can only utilize one CPU, even if it’s running 
on a SMP. With ACM, each instance can bind to a 
different server port and is automatically registered 
with the switch to receive client requests. 
 

We present a design of an Active Connection 
Management system in section 2. An implementation is 
described in section 3 and evaluated in section 4. 
Section 5 presents three sample applications. Section 6 
differentiates our work from other systems, and section 
7 discusses improvements and experiences with 
COMICS. Section 8 summarizes our contribution. 

2 Design  
 
The primary goals for ACM are the following: 

• Enable dynamic resource allocation to respond 
to changes in load. 

• Automate switch configuration to eliminate 
human errors. 

• Provide more flexible control over quality of 
service. 

• Support for starting and stopping services with 
100% availability to support online evolution 
and rolling reboots. 

 
To enable services to manage connections effectively, 
we have defined the minimal primitives that an active 
web switch should support. We also present the design 
of a Connection Manager that enables existing web 
switches to support these primitives. 

2.1 Connection Management 
Primitives 

 
The core connection management primitives are Layer 
3 and Layer 4 operations, and control how TCP 
connections and UDP streams get mapped to servers. 
They provide support for basic active connection 
management that work across all services that use TCP 
and UDP. 
 
The core primitives are: 

• Add: binds a physical IP/port to a virtual 
IP/port. The switch should perform Layer 2, 
Layer 3, and Layer 4 health checks to ensure 
such a physical service exists, before 
forwarding connections to it. 

• Remove : unbinds a physical IP/port from a 
virtual IP/port. The switch should stop 
forwarding new connections to the physical 
server, but allow existing connections to be 
processed. 

• Force Remove : unbinds a physical IP/port 
from a virtual IP/port immediately, dropping 
any existing connections. 



• List: lists all bindings known to the switch. 
Used to synchronize bindings between the 
switch and the connection manager.  

• Drop: drops a specified fraction of new 
connections to perform admission control. 
Since TCP performs SYN retries, it effectively 
queues client connections until SYN retry times 
out. 

 
Performance improves if services can peek inside 
requests to distribute them to servers more intelligently, 
rather than randomly. For example, HACC [8] and 
LARD [9] partition the working set across physical 
servers to enhance locality to improve cache 
performance.  
 
For web services, adding the following application-
specific (Layer 7) primitives can improve service 
performance and robustness: 

• URL hashing: provides locality-aware request 
distribution. It ensures that the same request 
always goes to the same server.  

• URL matching : such as substring and suffix 
matching, provides content-aware request 
distribution. For example, requests that end 
with “.jpg” can be forwarded to servers that 
are optimized to serve image files.  

• Cookie hashing/matching : similar to URL 
hashing and matching except that cookies are 
used rather than URLs. 

2.2 Connection Manager (CM) 
 
No web switches on the market today are configurable 
by applications. To enable existing “legacy” switches to 
support ACM, an external connection manager 
processes configuration calls from applications and 
configure switches accordingly.   
 
Since connection managers are external to the switches, 
they need to be as fault-tolerant as they are. Our first 
design principle is that the CM should only have soft 
state to simplify recovery after a CM failure. The 
second principle is that the CM should be centralized so 
that only a single node, rather than every node, has to 
pay the overhead of processing all the requests. The 
centralized design also matches well with switches that 
only allow a single root login at any time. Both SNS 
[12] and Ninja [10] share the same design principles.  
 
CM can be started on any server and is monitored by 
every server. The goal is to maintain a single CM 
instance in the system in steady state. CM multicasts 
heartbeats to announce its presence, and is assumed to 

be dead if it misses several heartbeats in a row. Servers 
start new CM instances that are assigned unique IDs 
when they detect a CM death. An election protocol, 
where the lowest ID wins, can be used to eliminate 
redundant instances. 
 
Servers periodically send their port bindings to the CM, 
which adds them to the switch. Instead of forwarding 
all requests to the switch, the CM maintains a binding 
cache and only forwards new bindings. This 
optimization reduces configuration requests sent to the 
switches to enable them to support more servers. It also 
enables servers to beacon more frequently for faster 
recovery, without increasing the number of actual 
configuration changes.  
 
In addition, the CM periodically synchronizes its 
binding cache with the switch. When the CM detects an 
unknown binding on the switch, it sends a remove 
request to delete that binding from the switch. This 
mismatch occurs when a server fails during CM 
election and the switches have stale state. When the CM 
has bindings that the switch is not aware of, it adds 
them to the switch. This occurs when a switch resets 
after failure and clears its bindings.  
  
Redundant switches are often used to tolerate (single) 
switch failures. Also, redundant ISPs are used to 
tolerate network failures between the switches and the 
Internet. The CM needs to be able to support multiple 
switches that may have different configurations. 

3 Implementation 
 

Figure 1: COMICS architecture 

COMICS (COnnection Manager for Internet-Centric 
Services) is a connection manager that supports ACM. 
As shown in Figure 1, the Connection Manager is the 



switch controller module that configures Foundry 
ServerIron XL switches. The ServerIron switches as 
shipped can be configured through a command line 
interface or a web browser. We chose to use the 
command line interface since it required less parsing 
than the web interface. We used JExpect [16], a Java 
telnet package, to implement the configuration library. 
The configuration library supports add, remove, and list 
primitives. The Foundry switches we have do not 
properly support force remove, and do not support drop 
at all. 
 
CM client modules are installed on each server that 
wishes to use ACM. The CM modules are implemented 
in Java, and supports add and remove primitives. When 
a service starts, it initializes the CM module and sends 
add to add itself to the switch. Configuration requests 
are sent via multicast to the Connection Manager. In 
addition, each CM module maintains a list of local 
bindings, and creates a thread to periodically multicast 
the list to the CM. The beacon interval defaults to 10 
seconds, which can scale to 10K servers if it takes 1ms 
to process each beacon. CM multicasts heartbeats every 
3 seconds and is assumed dead if it misses 3 in a row.  
The combination of soft state and multicast helps the 
recovery of CM failures and switch failures. 
 
To minimize delay in adding and removing servers, 
COMICS executes add and remove requests 
immediately. It maintains a cache of known bindings so 
that redundant requests are filtered. This binding cache 
helps minimize the actual configuration changes made 
on the server, and helps the system scale to support 
more servers. COMICS synchronizes its binding cache 
with the switches using the list primitive to garbage 
collect stale bindings on the switch after a CM failure. 
 
COMICS supports multiple switches through switch 
profiles. Each switch profile specifies a set of virtual IP 
addresses and authentication tokens, such as username 
and password.  
 
COMICS has been integrated with Ninja vSpace’s 
Shogun to leverage Shogun’s load-balancing 
information and capability to start and shutdown 
servers. Ninja services are event-driven and single-
threaded, and needs multiple instances to fully utilize 
the CPUs on a SMP machine. COMICS achieve this by 
using a level of indirection. When a service instance 
starts and requests a server socket locally, the COMICS 
server module dynamically allocates one on an 
anonymous port and returns it to the service instance. 
COMICS then register the server socket with the 
switches to start forwarding connections to it. Only two 
lines of code changes are necessary to covert a service 
to use COMICS: a one-line change in the server socket 

creation code and another one-line change in the 
configuration file to specify which client-visible port to 
bind the server socket to. For example, vSpace may 
create a random server socket locally for a web server, 
say port 1234, then binds that port to port 80 on the 
switches. 

4 Evaluation 
 
In this section we present an evaluation of a web server 
built on top of Ninja vSpace, which uses COMICS to 
manage client connections. The server cluster consists 
of 3 two-way 500MHz Pentium III machines running 
Linux 2.2.16 and IBM JDK 1.3. The closed-loop 
benchmarking clients run on 10 machines with similar 
setup. All machines have Layer-3 connectivity to a 
Foundry ServerIron XL switch, interconnected using 
100Mbps Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet.   

4.1 Dynamic Resource Allocation  
 
Load on Internet services vary greatly over time. Load 
over a 24 hr period and over 7 days can often vary by a 
factor of 5 or more. Having the ability to dynamically 
add and remove servers enable a system to respond to 
changes in load to run more efficiently, and also 
provides flexibility in managing quality of service. For 
example, when a service is lightly loaded, it can remove 
frontend servers and power them off to conserve 
energy, or release the resources to be used by other 
services. Conversely, a service can bring in resources to 
respond to increase in load.  
 
Without ACM, adding and removing a server require an 
administrator to configure the switches accordingly. 
Having a human in the loop not only introduces delay, 
but also introduces errors. A study of failures in fault-
tolerant Tandem systems revealed that 42% were due to 
system administration errors [20]. Without ACM, 
dynamic resource allocation may be too slow to be 
effective, or the risk of compromising reliability may be 
too high for it to be deployed. An alternative is to rely 
on the health checks performed by switches to add 
servers. Switches can detect a known server coming 
online and start forwarding client requests to it. The 
limitation is that the server has to be known by the 
switches ahead of time. Removing a server, however, 
without first removing it from the switches causes all 
established connections to that server to be dropped, 
reducing availability. 
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Figure 2: Dynamic resource allocation 
 
Figure 2 shows a system with 1 active web server and 
1 standby web server. As load increases, the working 
set becomes larger than its working memory at t=30. 
Throughput of the system plateaus and average latency 
increases significantly.  At t=50, the standby server 
becomes active and begins to service request at t=55. 
Since the working set now fits into memory, latency 
drops below 1 second, and the throughput increases. 
 
Sometimes it is useful to preventively shutdown and 
replace resources before they lead to visible faults. For 
example, a server may notice its disks are about to fail 
[26], and removes itself before the faults are visible to 
users, trading system capacity for availability. Figure 3 
shows how a 3-server system, including 2 active servers 
and 1 standby server, can maintain throughput while 
replacing resources without dropping connections. As 
server s2 is shutting down, COMICS automatically 
brings in a standby server, s3, to maintain the system 
throughput. Throughput drops slightly during the 
transition, but the transition window is quite small, 
between 5-10 seconds. 
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Figure 3: Maintaining fixed resource allocation  
 

4.2 Application-assisted Failure 
Detection and Recovery 

 

Failures can be categorized into fail-stop failures and 
partial failures. Fail-stop failures include software and 
hardware failures that cause the application to stop 
responding. Web switches can detect fail-stop failures 
typically in 5 to 10 seconds, depending on how frequent 
the health checks are performed. Partial failures include 
application-level failures such as incorrect responses, 
and corrupted data caused by faulty hardware. 
Applications with partial failures often respond 
properly to Layer 3 and Layer 4 health checks 
performed by the switches. Also, even though some 
switches are capable of performing Layer 7 health 
checks, they are limited to HTTP only and cannot 
handle other protocols such as email and instant 
messages. 
 
Applications can complement the health checking 
performed by switches to increase availability in two 
ways. First, since applications already need to handle 
exceptions and failures, they can detect partial failures 
that switches can’t. When they detect that a server is 
returning faulty responses, they can take that server 
offline before the failure is visible to users by 
configuring the switches to stop forwarding connections 
to it. In order to resurrect the server, applications can 
either notify the system administrators or even try 
rebooting the server and see if the problems go away. 
Second, applications can often detect fail-stop failures 
within a second or two through dropped connections 
and failed requests, much faster than switches can. 
Most RPC layers, such as RMI, rely on TCP to provide 
reliable transport. TCP sockets receive reset packets 
immediately when a remote application crashes and 
terminates existing connections. The resets can be used 
to detect when a remote application has crashed, and 
should be removed from the switches. In addition, some 
middleware platforms already perform health checks of 
their own. Integrating application health checks and 
switch health checks provides faster recovery and 
reduces faults visible to users.  
 
When integrated with Ninja, COMICS makes use of 
Ninja’s existing heath checks and can detect and 
remove a failed server in less than 2 seconds. 

4.3 Rolling Reboots and Online 
Evolution 

 
Since software is unlikely to be bug-free, we should 
design systems that can tolerate software bugs to 
improve availability. Bugs such as memory leaks in 
applications, drivers, and OS can build up over time 
and degrade performance or even lead to failure. 
Rolling reboots are useful to reduce software failure by 
clearing software bugs that accumulate over time. 



Inktomi, which provides a search engine service, 
routinely reboots their servers. 
 
Rolling reboots with 100% availability is supported by 
COMICS, and is implemented as follows: 
 

1. Remove a server from the switch, allowing it 
to finish processing existing connections. 

2. Reboot the server. 
3. Add the server back to the switch. 
4. Repeat with the next server. 

 
Without COMICS, administrators have to manually 
perform the above steps for each server, which is both 
time consuming and error prone, especially if there are 
a large number of servers. COMICS makes rolling 
reboots simpler and faster.  
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Figure 4: Online evolution using rolling reboots  
  
Support for online software upgrades is also important 
since Internet services evolve quickly. Bugs fixes and 
new features are frequently released and need to be 
deployed without service downtime. Upgrades that are 
compatible with the current version of services can 
utilize rolling reboots to simplify the upgrade process. 
Figure 4 shows a 3-server system where each server 
reboots and loads a new version of software. Requests 
are gradually being serviced by the new version until all 
servers are upgraded. No connections are dropped 
during the rolling reboot process. 

4.4 Graceful Degradation 
 
The goal of graceful degradation is to provide the best 
quality of service when a system is overloaded. 
COMICS helps provide several mechanisms to manage 
quality of service under overload conditions. As a 
service nears overload, COMICS dynamically allocates 
all available resources for it until no more resources are 
available. Once it enters overload mode, COMICS can 
either take away resources from other services hosted 

on the same system and give them to the overloaded 
service, or start degrading QoS selectively for the 
current service.  
 
COMICS enables two types of selective degradation 
that can not be achieved through static configuration. 
The first is through the use of partitions and allocating 
different amount of resources to each partition, so that 
quality of service degrades independently. Figure 5 
shows a 3-server system with 2 servers allocated to the 
high-priority partition, and 1 server assigned to the low-
priority partition. As load increase in the system, 
throughput flattens out and average latency increases 
linearly as shown in Figure 6. The high-priority 
partition maintains twice the throughput, and its 
average latency is lower with less variance. 
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Figure 5: Graceful degradation through partitions, 
showing throughput 
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Figure 6: Graceful degradation through partitions, 
showing average latency 

 
The second mechanism is admission control. 
Admission control should ideally drop connections as 
early as possible to minimize resources taken up by 
connections we don’t plan to service. The best place to 
drop the connections is at the switches, through policies 
such as content-aware drops. Since no switches 
available today have such a feature, COMICS could not 
implement the drop primitive that drops connections at 



the switches. Instead, we use a drop service to drop 
connections as they are forwarded to the frontends. 
Without COMICS, each service would have to 
implement their own drop mechanism and policy. 
 
When a service is overloaded, COMICS adds a drop 
service to “service” low-priority requests, in place of an 
existing server that handles them. It effectively drops 
1/N of all low-priority requests if there are N servers 
servicing them. Figure 7 shows a drop service being 
added at t=50, dropping throughput of the low-priority 
requests to half at 500 req/s. At t=80, another drop 
service replaces a regular server to drop the throughput 
even further to 0. Throughput for the high-priority 
requests increases since more resources are available. 
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Figure 7: Graceful degradation through admission 
control 

4.5 Switch Configuration 
Throughput 

 
Switches generally have a forwarding plane with 
specialized ASIC to forward packets at wire speed, and 
have a separate general-purpose processor for 
configuration. Since the processor is not on the critical 
data path, its performance does not affect data 
throughput. Its performance does matter in ACM, 
however, since it limits how dynamic services can be 
and the number of service instances a switch can 
support.  
 
We measured the configuration performance of the 
Foundry ServerIron XL switches, and found that add 
took 26ms and remove took 20ms, or about 40 
ops/second. If we assume that each service instance has 
a configuration change every 10 minutes, the Foundry 
switches can support 24,000 server instances.  

5 Example Applications 

5.1 ActiveIM Proxy 
 
ActiveIM is an instant messaging proxy that can 
interoperate with multiple instant messaging systems. It 
allows users to send and receive messages from AIM, 
ICQ, MSN, and Yahoo using unmodified MSN clients 
or a Java applet based client. The proxy logs into all 
four IM systems on the users’ behalf, to utilize the 
users’ own accounts to send and receive messages and 
buddy status updates. User profiles are stored on the 
proxy, which allows users to roam and login from 
different devices. 
 
Instant messaging systems have long-lived connections 
that are often inactive. Each user typically has one 
connection for control messages and notification, and 
one connection for each chat session. The high 
connection count per user translates into a large number 
of frontends, and is amplified by ActiveIM proxy where 
each user connects to multip le IM systems. Scaling the 
number of frontends has been easy as the same 
configuration file is used for all frontends. COMICS 
handles the server port allocation and registration, and 
provides high availability. Also, since IM protocols are 
messy and often have hard-to-find bugs, the frontends 
are frequently rebooted in a rolling fashion. Without 
COMICS, the frontends would have to be removed 
from the switch configuration, rebooted, and then added 
back to the switches, all of which must be performed by 
administrators.  

5.2 NinjaMail 
 
The goal of NinjaMail is to build a scalable email 
infrastructure other services and application can use to 
provide more specific functionality.   
 
NinjaMail supports SMTP, POP3, and IMAP4. The 
SMTP and POP3 components are single-threaded and 
require multiple instances on a single SMP to utilize all 
the CPUs. Using ACM, each SMTP instance can 
requests an anonymous server socket and registers it 
with the switches to receive requests, rather than having 
a system administrator statically configuring the server 
ports. It has enabled us to launch multiple frontends 
with zero configuration changes. 

6 Related Work 
 
Many prior works have used clustering to build web 
servers that have high performance, scalability, and 



availability [8][9][28][29] [30][32][33][34]. They have 
focused on improving performance using better caching 
and load-balancing policies, and improving availability 
through replication. For example, HACC [8] and 
LARD [9] improve cache locality by reducing the 
working set on individual servers using content-aware 
request distribution. Simulation and measurements 
show substantial improvement over other Layer 3 and 
Layer 4 request distribution such as round-robin. 
HACC’s Smart Router monitors server load and 
balances working set size to spread load evenly across a 
static set of servers. All these systems have assumed 
that administrators configure the load-balancing 
switches. These systems are restricted to distribute load, 
how ever intelligently, within a fixed set of resources, 
since they cannot dynamically add or remove servers 
without human intervention. They also do not address 
manageability and techniques to improve availability 
such as preventive shutdowns rolling reboots. ACM 
complements these performance improvements made in 
clustered servers and offers higher reliability, 
availability, and manageability.  
 
SNS [12] shares our goal in providing a self-managing 
system that provides high availability and scalability. 
SNS uses a fault-tolerant load manager to decide how 
requests should be distributed across physical servers. 
SNS focuses on how requests are processed once they 
are received by fronends, whereas COMICS focuses on 
enabling applications to control how to map requests 
onto frontends as they arrive.  
 
IBM Director [27] is a suit of system management tools 
that includes a software rejuvenation agent (SRA). SRA 
is capable of predicting impending outages and reboot 
servers, as well as time-based reboots. SRA relies on 
the underlying system to perform failover of the 
rebooted server. In the case of clustered web servers, 
rebooting a server drops all established connections to 
that server. COMICS supports rebooting without 
downtime, thus is ideal to be integrated with SRA to 
providing higher availability.  
 
Several other systems use programmable network 
routers and switches, but have different goals. Active 
Networks [13] have routers execute packets that contain 
program code. The goal is to have intelligence in the 
network itself to adapt to network conditions. Popeye  
uses programmable Ethernet switches to provide 
network access control for authenticated users. It only 
routes packets from users that have authenticated 
themselves through a web-based interface. SPINACH 
[6] and its successor [7] were similar network access 
control systems, but used Linux-based PC routers to 
enforce the packet filtering.  

7 Discussion and Future 
Work 

 
Support for online evolution of incompatible versions 
requires more support from an ACM system than 
COMICS provides. One approach is to first partition 
the servers into two halves and upgrade one half of the 
servers. The switch is then configured to start sending 
some connections to the upgraded half and stop sending 
connections to the old half.  Support for check-pointing 
and rollback can save a snapshot of a clean state that is 
known to work. Such support makes it possible to back 
out of failed upgrades, reducing down time. 
 
When a server is being rebooted, it is first removed 
from switches to stop receiving new connections, and is 
allowed to finish processing existing connections. Since 
requests, such as downloading huge files over a modem 
link or an instant messaging user that never 
disconnects, can take a long time to finish, we must 
have a timeout mechanism to close the connections. 
The timeout value is dependent on the target 
availability guarantee. Once the target availability is  
achieved, the remaining connections can be dropped 
and the server can be rebooted. 
 
COMICS makes configuring multiple instances of 
applications on the same SMP trivial. Each instance run 
as a separate process and can leverage the protection 
provided by the OS. However, it makes debugging 
trickier since servers now run on non-standard ports. 
We have seen a few faulty servers that required us to 
manually go through the list of servers running on 
random ports, and then do a linear search to pinpoint 
the faulty server. Debugging tools that can help 
automate the process would significantly shorten 
debugging time. 
 
COMICS can be extended to support other existing 
switches by implementing the switch controller module 
for each type of switches. Most switches on the market 
today support both a command line interface (CLI) and 
a web-based interface. Currently, COMICS is external 
to the switches in order to support existing switches. 
Future switches may wish to implement the ACM 
primitives directly to provide a highly available 
Connection Manager, and provide client modules for 
application to configure the switches. 

8 Summary 
 
Internet systems need to be more self-managing and 
autonomous to improve on availability, quality of 



service, and manageability. Active Connection 
Management enables clustered Internet systems to 
control how connections are mapped to servers and 
provide several properties ideal for Internet services 
over static configuration. ACM increases reliability 
through automated configuration and rolling reboots. It 
provides better load conditioning through dynamic 
resource allocation and graceful degradation. It 
improves availability by shortening server failure 
detection and recovery time. Last, it provides better 
management scalability by automating configuration.  
 
We have evaluated and shown that our ACM 
implementation, COMICS, provides the above 
properties. We have also shown that integration of 
ACM and application server makes it trivial to develop 
and deploy services that have these properties. We 
would like to see ACM primitives to be implemented 
and supported by future switches. 
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